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Abstract

Existing approaches built separate classifiers to
detect nonsense in dialogues. In this paper, we
show that without external classifiers, dialogue
models can detect errors in their own messages
introspectively, by calculating the likelihood
of replies that are indicative of poor messages.
For example, if an agent believes its partner
is likely to respond “I don’t understand” to a
candidate message, that message may not make
sense, so an alternative message should be cho-
sen. We evaluate our approach on a dataset
from the game Diplomacy, which contains long
dialogues richly grounded in the game state,
on which existing models make many errors.
We first show that hand-crafted replies can be
effective for the task of detecting nonsense in
applications as complex as Diplomacy. We then
design AUTOREPLY, an algorithm to search for
such discriminative replies automatically, given
a small number of annotated dialogue examples.
We find that AUTOREPLY-generated replies
outperform handcrafted replies and perform on
par with carefully fine-tuned large supervised
models. Results also show that one single reply
without much computation overheads can also
detect dialogue nonsense reasonably well.

1 Introduction
Detecting nonsensical dialogue generation has
been an enduring challenge in dialogue research
(Welleck et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2020; Nie et al.,
2020). Previous work proposed datasets with bad
message annotations and built classification mod-
els to detect them. But such a supervised learning
approach requires building an extra model without
fully utilizing the dialogue model’s own language
ability. In complex dialogue applications, data an-
notation is often limited but the space of bad mes-
sages is large, ranging from easy (e.g., repetition),
grounding-related (e.g., contradiction to context) to
challenging even for human novices (e.g., domain-
specific mistakes). In this paper, we refer to all the
mistakes made by the dialogue model as nonsense.

Nonsensical message and follow-up reply

FRANCE: i won’t move out of spain, just don’t
move out of marseilles

ITALY: Thank you. You will be watching my
moves.

FRANCE: ok
ITALY: :)

FRANCE: are you moving to spain, spain?

ITALY: I don’t understand your message.

Table 1: A dialogue in the Diplomacy game, where
the players for France and Italy negotiate their actions
around moving into Spain or not. In the message in
bold in red, France mistakes the partner as Spain (the
partner should be Italy). So the message is nonsensical,
and the probability of it followed by a reply like “I
don’t understand your message” is high. Our goal is to
automatically generate many such follow-up replies.

Previously, Mehri and Eskenazi (2020) combined
the probabilities of hand-crafted replies like “that’s
different from what you said”, “Wow! Very interest-
ing.” to get a score for dialogue quality evaluation.
Inspired by this, we utilize the dialogue model it-
self and develop a reply-based approach that uses
the probability of discriminative follow-up replies
to detect if a message is nonsensical. Intuitively,
if a message doesn’t make sense like in Table 1,
the probability of a follow-up reply like “I don’t
understand your message” will be high.

However, like prompt engineering, manually de-
signing such replies is labor intensive and hard to
scale to broad classes of errors. Therefore, we pro-
pose AUTOREPLY, which uses the dialogue model
itself and a small set of nonsense-annotated dia-
logue examples, and does not require hand-crafting
replies or training an external supervised classi-
fier. AUTOREPLY is a contrastively-pruned search
procedure that finds discriminative replies by itera-
tively selecting tokens that are highly likely after
multiple nonsensical messages. The motivation is
that, if a given token is highly likely after multi-
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ple nonsensical messages, then it likely captures
nonsense-related features and may lead to discrim-
inative replies. We enumerate and expand such
tokens to generate replies, and then contrast the
generated replies against good messages to prune
the search and keep the discriminative replies only.

We evaluate our reply-based approach on dia-
logue models for the board game Diplomacy (Cal-
hamer, 1959). Diplomacy involves lengthy dia-
logues in which players attempt to persuade others
to take certain actions in the game (FAIR et al.,
2022). This setting represents a challenge to ex-
isting dialogue models, as messages often contain
detailed discussions of both past events and hy-
pothetical future actions in the game, providing
many opportunities for subtle errors in messages.
Even large pre-trained models, and non-expert hu-
mans, make frequent mistakes in messages—and
discriminating good from bad messages often re-
quires complex reasoning.

To summarize, our contributions are three-fold.
First, we propose to utilize the dialogue model
itself and discriminative replies to detect the mod-
els’ own mistakes and demonstrate that such an
introspective reply-based approach is effective in
Diplomacy, a complex dialogue setting. Second, to
reduce the manual work in reply design, we pro-
pose AUTOREPLY to automatically generate a large
number of discriminative replies from limited anno-
tations. Third, experiments show that AUTOREPLY

can automatically generate many high-quality dis-
criminative replies, and these replies achieve sub-
stantially better results than hand-crafted replies,
and perform on par with large fine-tuned supervised
models without actually training extra classifiers.

We note that our main goal is not to build state-
of-the-art nonsense detector but rather, to explore
a drastically new approach to dialogue nonsense
detection, which utilizes the dialogue model’s own
ability to introspect, roll out to the future, and de-
tect its own mistakes without external classifiers or
new parameters. We show promising results and
hope to inspire more research in similar directions.

2 Methods
We propose to detect whether a message x from a
dialogue language model L is nonsensical by using
the model’s own distribution over possible reply
messages r: PL(r|x).1 We first describe how to

1The models we use also condition on other elements of
the context, e.g., the previous messages and board state, but
we omit these from the notation for brevity. Our AUTOREPLY

detect nonsense with a set of hand-crafted replies in
Section 2.1, and then describe how to automatically
generate replies with AUTOREPLY in Section 2.2.

2.1 Hand-Crafting Replies

For a baseline approach using hand-crafted replies,
we first have human experts analyze messages gen-
erated by the dialogue model to categorize types of
nonsense and then carefully design suitable replies
for each type, e.g., “I don’t understand” for gen-
eral nonsense, or “I don’t have any units to do that”
for proposing an invalid move. See Table 12 in the
Appendix for a full list of hand-crafted replies,

We use each hand-crafted reply r together with
the dialogue model L to construct a threshold-
based nonsense classifier: for a given example x,
if PL(r|x) > tr, we predict x as nonsense, using a
reply-specific parameter tr. We ensemble together
the resulting classifiers using a voting-based ensem-
bling scheme: a message is classified as nonsense
if at least NR replies in the ensemble predict the
example is nonsense. See Section A.3 for details
on tuning tr and NR.

2.2 AUTOREPLY: Automatically Generating
Discriminative Replies

Generating hand-crafted replies requires signifi-
cant human effort as it requires the human experts
to manually design replies to cover various types
of nonsense situations. Additionally, many hand-
crafted replies may not be sufficiently discrimina-
tive (e.g., “I don’t understand” can appear as a
valid follow-up reply after many good messages,
simply because the good messages are complex).

Our goal is therefore to automatically generate
follow-up replies. This is challenging because we
are searching within a combinatorially-large space
for replies that are discriminative. In particular, we
want to find replies that 1) are not likely after good
messages (to avoid generic responses like “sounds
good”) and 2) are highly likely after multiple bad
messages (to avoid replies highly specific to one
particular example, e.g., “Germany is attacking
Russia too, this was a really strange game.”)

Our proposed method, AUTOREPLY, searches
contrastively for replies that meet these criteria.
AUTOREPLY is a pruned breadth-first search which
constructs replies token-by-token recursively, only

search method assumes that L produces replies incrementally,
token-by-token, but places no other restrictions on the dialogue
model. In our experiments, we use fine-tuned BART sequence-
to-sequences models for L, see Section 4.
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Figure 1: AUTOREPLY generates replies recursively. Given a response prefix r0, for each bad example Bi, we find
a high-probability token set V (p)

i . Then we aggregate {V(p)
i }, get each token’s count and select the topn tokens

with count ≥ K. Next we contrast the probability of the generated reply r = r0 + v under bad examples against the
probability under good examples and select those tokens with ∆r > t∆ to further expand in the next recursive step.

keeping partially-constructed replies that 1) main-
tain a probability margin between good and bad
responses and 2) are high probability replies to a
sufficiently large number of bad messages.

As shown in Figure 1, the input to AUTOREPLY

is a dialogue model L which both generates and
scores possible replies, a small set of annotated bad
(B) and good (G) examples with dialogue contexts
to contrast the generated reply’s probability against
each other, and a set of search hyper-parameters
(p, K, etc). Each example consists of the current
game state, the dialogue history, and the message
to detect. The output from AUTOREPLY is a set of
follow-up replies, such as “I can’t do that”.

AUTOREPLY proceeds recursively, where each
recursive step considers extensions to a prefix
(which is initially empty when search begins; Fig-
ure 1 shows an example for the prefix “I can’t”).
See Algorithm 1 in the Appendix for pseudocode.

AUTOREPLY uses the following parameters:

• p: a top-p parameter specifying the size of the
token set for reply expansion.

• K: the minimal number of bad examples a token
has to appear in for it to be expanded. K controls
the reply’s specificity to individual examples.

• topn: To reduce the search space, similar to beam
search, at each recursive call, we sort the tokens
by their frequency across bad examples, and ex-
pand only the topn most-frequent tokens.

We now describe AUTOREPLY’s steps in detail.

Obtain highly-likely token sets V
(p)
i . Given a

response prefix r0, we use the dialogue language
model L to calculate the nucleus top-p vocabulary
set V (p)

i (Holtzman et al., 2019) of continuations to
r0 for each bad message example Bi. V

(p)
i is the

smallest set of tokens such that
∑

v∈V(p)
i

PL(v|Bi + r0) ≥ p

For instance, in Figure 1, if we fix the reply prefix
to be “I can’t”, for the first bad example B1, the
top-p V(p)

1 contain “sup” (the first subword token
in “support”), “do”, “move” etc; for Bi, V

(p)
i con-

tain “con” (for convoy), “trust”, etc. The advantage
to obtaining a separate V

(p)
i for each bad exam-

ple is that we can attend to individual nonsense
messages and produce diverse follow-up replies.
For example, in our Diplomacy setting an agent
could describe various kinds of invalid actions (e.g.,
proposing to move immovable fleets, or armies, or
support a partner that can’t be supported), and there-
fore a single reply like “I can’t move” might not
capture all the invalid order scenarios. Obtaining
V

(p)
i for each bad example allows generating dif-

ferent replies like “I can’t support” and “I can’t
convoy” to capture a broader range of nonsense.
Choose common highly-likely tokens to expand.
After obtaining response continuation sets V (p)

i for
each bad example Bi, the counts of tokens are ag-
gregated across these sets. The intuition for this
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aggregation is that we want to find replies that are
general, rather than being highly-specific to par-
ticular bad examples. We introduce the second
parameter K to achieve this. If a given token v
occurs in at least K of the token sets V (i.e., it was
highly likely for at least K bad situations) then it
will be expanded in the next step; otherwise v will
not be expanded, as it is too specific to particular
examples. This parameter encourages follow-up
replies to be generalizable across examples.

In Figure 1, the tokens “do”, “move”, “sup”,
“con”, and “trust” appear in more than K = 15 V

(p)
i

and therefore are candidate tokens to expand, while
the tokens “reach”, “beat”, “tell” appear less than
15 times and are abandoned. We also record the
set of bad examples each token appears in, Bv =

{Bi : v ∈ V(p)
i }, for the probability calculation in

the following contrastive step.
Contrast scores to find discriminative replies.
Our end-goal is to find discriminative replies that
can differentiate bad and good messages. But set-
ting p and K cannot prevent non-discriminative
generic replies such as “sounds good”, which are
highly-likely after any message. To address this,
we contrast a partial reply’s probability after bad
messages with its probability after good messages
to identify discriminative replies, and use this to
prune the search.As we did previously for bad ex-
amples, we also obtain a high-probability token set
V

(p)
i,good for each good example, and the set of good

examples v appears in, Gv = {Gi : v ∈ V(p)
i,good}.

We aggregate probabilities of the reply as a con-
tinuation across all good examples Gv, and con-
trast this aggregated probability with the aggre-
gated probability across all bad examples Bv, as
follows: For r = r0 + v, like “I can’t do” in
Figure 1, we obtain the set of its log probabili-
ties conditioned on bad examples, logPB(r) =
{logPL(r|Bi) | Bi ∈ Bv}, and also the set of
its log probabilities conditioned on good examples
logPG(r) = {logPL(r|Gi) | Gi ∈ Gv}. We use
aggregation functions fb and fg (e.g., mean, min,
or max), to compute summary statistics of these
log probabilities across the token sets for good and
bad examples: sb(r) = fb(logPB(r)) and sg(r) =
fg(logPG(r)). Given these summary statistics, we
define a contrastive score ∆ = sb(r)− sg(r) and
prune the search using this score and a threshold
value t∆. For example, in Figure 1 “I can’t trust” is
pruned because its ∆ ≤ t∆. We give more details
on these parameters in Section A.2.

Figure 2: Reply r’s log probabilities under bad and good
examples. The c bad examples with probability bigger
than max(logPG(r))} are predicted as nonsense. Thus,
as a classifier, r’s precision=1, recall = c/N . Increasing
c leads to a smaller ensemble of replies with individual
higher-recall above c/N .

Parameter tuning. We tune the parameters of AU-
TOREPLY by simulating the search on hand-crafted
replies and looking for the set of parameters that
prune the space to an affordable size while keeping
the most hand-crafted replies. For more details,
please refer to Section A.2. In our experiments, we
use T = 6 as the maximum length for the gener-
ated reply, p = 0.9, K = 19, topn = 15, ∆r =
mean(logPB(r))−min(logPG(r)) > t∆ = 3.63.
Ensemble replies. To construct a nonsense clas-
sifier from each generated reply r, we set tr =
maxi{logPL(r|Gi) | Gi ∈ Gv}, the maximum
probability among good examples, as the probabil-
ity threshold. If for an example x, PL(r|x) > tr,
we predict x as nonsense; otherwise, it is good.

As shown in Figure 2, each r is a classifier with
precision=1 and recall ≥ c/N on the training set
by construction, where c is the number of bad ex-
amples whose probabilities are bigger than tr, and
N is the total number of training bad examples. We
can tune c to get different subsets of the generated
follow-up replies. A larger c leads to a smaller
ensemble of higher-recall replies whose individ-
ual recalls are ≥ c/N . We show in Section 4.1
that ensembling these classifiers produces a high-
precision, high-recall classifier.

3 Diplomacy and Data Collection
We evaluate our method on Diplomacy, a seven-
player board game where each player controls the
units (fleets and armies) of an European power
starting in the year 1901, with the goal to win as
many supply centres as possible. In appendix B,
we briefly describe the game rules. One game con-
sists of many years, and each year is divided into
phases between which, the players are permitted
to communicate with each other, and thus the con-
versations are very long: on average, each training
example’s dialogue history contains 140+ messages
richly grounded on the game state (see Table 2 for
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Nonsense type Message Human comment

Wrong justification GERMANY → ENGLAND: i’m interested, but don’t tell
france that. i’ll move my fleet to hel, so that i can take
belgium and then start moving armies east

Moving to hel doesn’t help with tak-
ing Belgium.

Invalid order pro-
posal (for listener)

RUSSIA → GERMANY: Are you moving in from Nor-
way or the Barents Sea?

Germany doesn’t have a unit in Bar-
ents.

Invalid order pro-
posal (for self)

ENGLAND → GERMANY: so. would you like support
in to sweden from norway?

England can’t support this move.

Contradiction (with
game state)

RUSSIA → ITALY: You should have taken Marseilles
when you had the chance

Italy has Marseilles.

General nonsense AUSTRIA → ITALY: Sorry, the webpage keeps sending
duplicate messages.

Austria did not send a duplicate
message.

Table 2: Examples of annotated nonsensical message in Diplomacy: while these messages contain reasonable
surface forms, expert humans with access to the game state can tell that they are nonsensical.

Label Train Validation Test

Good (88%) 4,149 518 518
Nonsense (12%) 561 69 70

Total 4,710 587 588

Avg # Msg in Context Train Validation Test

DiplomacyNonsense 140.2 148.0 139.8
ConvAI2 (Dinan et al., 2019) 7.5 7.8 -
LIGHT (Urbanek et al., 2019) 9.8 9.8 9.8

Table 3: DiplomacyNonsense dataset statistics. The
classes are highly imbalanced and the context is long.

examples). As a comparison, the average number
of messages in context for ConvAI2 (Dinan et al.,
2019) (a widely-used dialogue dataset) and LIGHT
(Urbanek et al., 2019) (a dialogue dataset on a fan-
tasy text game) ranges from 7 to 9 messages.

Now we introduce DiplomacyNonsense, the
dataset we collected for the nonsense detection
task. We had experienced Diplomacy players fol-
low the taxonomy in Table 2 to annotate nonsen-
sical messages produced by the BART dialogue
agents (Section 4) in self-play. We chose self-play
games because they are more likely to contain non-
sense than human-human games. The annotation
process is labor intensive as the games are long
and it takes much time even for human experts to
understand the changing game state and the com-
plex conversation history. Table 2 shows example
messages which all look reasonable on the surface
but are actually nonsensical. For instance, in the
first example, Germany says to England, “i’ll move
my fleet to hel [Helgoland Bight], so that i can take
belgium”, but under the current game state, mov-
ing to Helgoland Bight doesn’t help take Belgium;
detecting this requires domain knowledge which
novice players typically lack. There are also many
nonsense types, such as wrong justification of pre-
vious movements, invalid order proposal for other

players or themselves, contradiction, etc, and each
type requires its own replies. Table 3 shows the
DiplomacyNonsense statistics, with highly imbal-
anced classes (only 12% messages are nonsense),
making the nonsense detection more challenging.

In summary, DiplomacyNonsense is a challeng-
ing dataset, in which detecting nonsensical mes-
sage can involve both reasoning over long dialogue
contexts and grounding in a rich environment. See
appendix A.3 for more details on the dataset.

4 Experiments
In our experiments, we fine-tune a case-insensitive
BART (Lewis et al., 2019) L on human-human
Diplomacy dialogues from WebDiplomacy and use
it to both score and generate the follow-up replies.
For more experimental details, please refer to Sec-
tion A.3. We compare AUTOREPLY’s classification
results against various baselines for nonsense detec-
tion and analyze the generated replies qualitatively.
We also compare it against a supervised model that
requires training a large-scale classifier. Now we
describe the models.
Hand-crafted, is a baseline classifier built with the
hand-crafted replies, as described in Section 2.1.
L-generated replies, where we use the language
model L directly to generate 20 replies for each
bad example and ensemble them for a simple base-
line. L-generated replies are often specific to
one single bad example and ignore the nonsense-
related aspects, e.g., “can you please support al-
bania to greece?”, “russia lied to me, as he is
working with turkey. we can win if we work to-
gether.”, etc. For the threshold, for a fair com-
parison with AUTOREPLY, we also use the maxi-
mum log probability over good training examples
tr = maxi{logPL(r|Gi) | Gi ∈ Gv}.
AUTOREPLY (num=x). AUTOREPLY generates
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Validation Test

Model num Auc Prec Recall F1 Auc Prec Recall F1

Hand-crafted replies 14 59.81 22.52 36.23 27.78 58.73 20.31 37.14 26.26

L-generated replies 8834 58.94 24.42 30.44 27.10 59.05 24.18 31.43 27.33

AUTOREPLY (num=14) 14 48.23 10.66 30.44 15.79 63.36 19.90 58.57∗ 29.71
AUTOREPLY (num=2805) 2805 63.58 27.36 42.03 33.14 67.12∗ 28.80∗ 51.43∗ 36.92∗
AUTOREPLY (num=2805, picked) 82 60.89 17.00 62.32∗ 26.71 57.63 16.28 50.00∗ 24.56

Supervised Learning - 70.06∗ 24.47 68.12∗ 36.02∗ 71.85∗ 25.24 72.86∗ 37.50∗

Table 4: Main classification results. “AUTOREPLY (num=x)” gives results for an ensemble of x replies generated by
AUTOREPLY. “AUTOREPLY (num=2805)” achieves significantly better classification results than all the baselines.
“AUTOREPLY (num=14)” contains only 14 replies, and is still better than the baselines, suggesting the generated
replies are of high-quality. “AUTOREPLY (num=2805, picked)” is a subset of “AUTOREPLY (num=2805)” selected
using human-defined keywords like “can’t”, suggesting that integrating human knowledge doesn’t work. * indicates
results that are statistically significant in comparison to hand-crafted using a paired sample bootstrap test.

Model on “Invalid Order”
(79 training examples)

Test (518/14)

num Auc Prec Recall F1
Hand-crafted 5 57.92 9.38 21.43 13.04

AUTOREPLY (num=1609) 1609 60.23 37.50 21.43 27.27

Supervised Learning - 74.42 10.11 64.29 17.48

Table 5: Classification results on the “invalid order” sub-
set with 79 examples. AUTOREPLY performs better than
the hand-crafted baseline, and the supervised model.

many replies and as mentioned in reply ensembling
in Section 2.2, we can tune c to obtain different sub-
sets of replies. “AUTOREPLY (num=x)” is a subset
of AUTOREPLY-generated replies with x replies
whose individual recalls are above a threshold.
Supervised classifier. As a reference, we exten-
sively tuned the hyperparameters to obtain a large
BART-based supervised classifier on (B, G). It
conditions on the same information (game state,
message history, etc) as the dialogue model L.

Data used in different phases. Using the prob-
ability of replies for nonsense detection requires
tuning certain parameters (probability threshold tr,
NR for the ensemble, etc) and we tune them on
different data. In summary, we generate the replies
and tune the probability thresholds on the train set
to construct the replies as individual classifiers, and
then tune the ensemble parameter NR on the val-
idation set. Table 6 summarizes the data used in
different phases for different models.

Model Reply Generation Prob Threshold n_classifier

Hand-crafted reply Manual all Train Validation

L-generated reply 561 bad in Train all Train Validation

AUTOREPLY 561 bad + 561 good in train Validation

Large supervised 561 bad + 561 good in train + Validation

Table 6: Data used in different phases.

4.1 Classification Result

Table 4 shows the main classification results. The
hand-crafted baseline achieves a test F1 of 26.26,
indicating that the hand-crafted replies are able
to detect nonsense even in a complex application
like Diplomacy (as a comparison, majority vote re-
sults in a test F1 of 0). “AUTOREPLY (num=2805)”
achieves a test F1 of 36.92 with 2805 follow-up
replies, significantly higher than the hand-crafted
baseline (26.26) and L-generated baseline (27.33),
and comparably to the model trained with super-
vised learning (37.50). This shows that AUTORE-
PLY can automatically generate large numbers of
replies to improve nonsense detection.

The best hand-crafted reply set contains 14
replies. To control the effect of reply amounts,
we also get a smaller subset with only 14 replies
from AUTOREPLY (“AUTOREPLY (num=14)”), by
increasing c in Figure 2 as mentioned earlier. It
achieves a better test F1 of 29.71 with the same
number of replies. This shows that when we con-
trol the reply amount, AUTOREPLY can produce
higher-quality discriminative replies. Compared to
AUTOREPLY, although “L-generated” also gener-
ates a large number (8834) of replies, it achieves
a much lower test F1 (27.33), because most L-
generated replies are too specific to the bad exam-
ples in the train set. This suggests that the reply
quality matters more than the quantity.

Next, we explore if manual curation can select an
even higher quality set of replies from those found
by AUTOREPLY. We define a set of keywords (e.g.,

“can’t”, “makes no sense”) to filter a subset of the
replies from “AUTOREPLY (num=2805)”, denoted
as “AUTOREPLY (num=2805, picked)”. This leads
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to a much smaller set with only 82 replies and a
lower test F1 of 24.56, comparable to the hand-
crafted baseline, further confirming that manual
reply design is challenging.

Now we compare AUTOREPLY with large super-
vised models. We note that the supervised models
are extensively fine-tuned on the task specifically.
Table 4 shows that on the whole dataset, AUTORE-
PLY performs on par with the large supervised
model, with similar F1 (36.92 vs 37.50, the differ-
ence is not significant) and slightly better precision
(28.80 vs 25.24). We also perform classification
on the “invalid order” nonsense subset (Table 5).
This is an important subcategory because propos-
ing invalid orders shows the agent is not familiar
with the game, and would most likely hurt the di-
alogue agent’s credibility in games with human
Diplomacy experts. AUTOREPLY achieves a better
test F1 (27.27) than the supervised model (17.48),
demonstrating that AUTOREPLY may work better
than supervised models in low-resource settings.
These promising results show that AUTOREPLY at
least matches a large fine-tuned supervised model.

For more related low-resource results, please see
Section A.5. We also show single replies without
ensemble also achieve promising results in Sec-
tion A.4. We plan to develop better ensemble meth-
ods to further improve the ensemble performance.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis
We also analyze the generated replies qualitatively.
Table 7 shows AUTOREPLY-generated replies. We
manually clustered them for intepretability.

We observe that the generated replies are diverse
(e.g., “you are hitting refresh” and “triple posts
are strange” for repetition), and cover different
types of nonsense. These examples also demon-
strate AUTOREPLY’s potential use as a paraphrase
generation tool: given the same prefix, it could
find semantically-similar tokens, e.g., “i don’t un-
derstand your messages”, and “i don’t understand
your point”; “you have no fleets”, and “you have
no troops”. Some generated messages are not de-
coded to the end intentionally to reduce the com-
putational cost. Also, the sentences don’t have to
be complete to be discriminative, e.g., “i think you
meant a different” could be followed by “coun-
try” or “player”. If the incomplete sentences are
already discriminative enough, we can still utilize
their probabilities to detect nonsense.

Our main goal is to utilize the dialogue model’s
own introspective ability to detect its own mistake,

Label Message

to wrong country
i think you meant to send
what? why did you send
i think you meant for someone
i think you meant a different

general nonsense

no, that makes no sense
i don’t understand your messages
i don’t understand your point
what are you talking about???

self invalid order

i think you can’t move
how? you have no fleets
how? you have no troops
you can’t do that because

other invalid order

no, i can’t move
no, i can’t sup
yeah but it doesn’t work
i am sorry i can not

repetition

you have triple messages
you’ve said that before
you are hitting refresh.
triple posts are strange

Table 7: AUTOREPLY-generated reply examples. The
replies are diverse and cover different nonsense types.

without building another model or adding more pa-
rameters. Prefix-tuning with non-human-readable
prompts is worth investigating as a parallel future
direction, but it still adds extra parameters to the
dialogue model. Our goal is to explore the potential
of the dialogue model itself to introspect.

4.3 Parameter Analysis

Table 8 shows AUTOREPLY’s sensitivity to its pa-
rameters. For fair comparison, we keep the number
of replies on a similar scale across conditions.

We first investigate the importance of the num-
ber of good situations used to contrast against. The
second row in Table 8 shows that classification
performance drops substantially when the number
of good examples is reduced 50, as the algorithm
finds more spurious correlations between replies
and nonsense annotations. For example, AUTORE-
PLY generates “thanks turkey” as a discriminative
reply because in the bad examples, many messages
were sent to Turkey but in the 50 good examples,
none of the messages were sent to Turkey, so AU-
TOREPLY considers “Turkey” as a discriminative
token that only appears in bad examples.

Next, we decrease p from 0.9 to 0.8 (which re-
duces the number of tokens explored in each V

(p)
i ),

causing generated replies to be less diverse. We
find that this in turn lowers classification perfor-
mance. Decreasing K from 19 to 7 (which allows
finding replies which are likely after fewer bad ex-
amples) causes generated replies to be highly spe-
cific to particular examples, e.g., “no. France can
support”, also lowering performance. Decreasing
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Validation Test

Model ng p K topn num Auc Prec Recall F1 Auc Prec Recall F1
AUTOREPLY (num=6700) 561 0.9 19 15 6700 61.84 27.78 36.23 31.45 66.43 30.84 47.14 37.29

AUTOREPLY (ng=50) 50 0.9 19 15 6743 63.53 32.10 37.68 34.67 56.99 20.19 30.00 24.14
AUTOREPLY (p=0.8) 561 0.8 19 15 4282 62.68 17.69∗ 66.67 27.96 62.12 17.13∗ 70.00 27.53∗

AUTOREPLY (K=7) 561 0.9 7 15 11138 59.19 23.91 31.88 27.33 56.97∗ 22.79∗ 25.71∗ 24.16∗

AUTOREPLY (topn=10) 561 0.9 19 10 6312 60.29 29.17 30.44 29.79 61.45∗ 28.92 34.29∗ 31.37∗

Table 8: Classification result of AUTOREPLY with different parameters. ng: number of good examples. We perform
a paired sample bootstrap test against “AUTOREPLY (num=6700)” and * indicates significantly lower (worse)
results. Lowering p, K and ng negatively impacts the results as it leads to less-diverse or too-specific replies.

topn from 15 to 10 reduces the search space, but
also leads to more generic responses and a lower
test F1 of 31.37. However, the impact of changing
topn only is smaller than changing p or K.

5 Related work
Detecting nonsensical dialogue is a well-known
challenge (Li et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2020). Pre-
vious research formulated nonsense detection as a
supervised learning problem (Welleck et al., 2018;
Nie et al., 2020). But as collecting such datasets
can be costly and difficult to scale, recent work pro-
poses to evaluate generated text with prompt-based
learning. Yuan et al. (2021) proposed BARTScore
and showed that the probability of hand-crafted
prompts can be used for text quality evaluation.
Mehri and Eskenazi (2020) used DialoGPT (Zhang
et al., 2019) to get the probability of hand-crafted
follow-up replies to evaluate the generated dia-
logues. We also use follow-up replies to detect
bad messages, but instead of hand-crafted replies,
AUTOREPLY automatically generates many follow-
up replies to cover different nonsense types.

Our work is one type of “prompt-based learn-
ing”, which utilizes pretrained language models
and text prompts for downstream NLP tasks (Shin
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). While prompts can
be manually designed (Petroni et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020), recent work has proposed prompt gen-
eration (Jiang et al., 2020; Li and Liang, 2021)
to automatically obtain high-quality prompts at
scale. For instance, Wallace et al. (2019) proposed
a gradient-guided method to search for tokens that
would trigger certain targets, which requires many
training examples. Gao et al. (2020) used limited
annotated examples to predict tokens at specified
positions in the template. Different from previous
work, our goal is to generate free-form follow-up
replies that are discriminative: likely after nonsen-
sical messages but unlikely after good messages.

Diplomacy has been a long-standing AI bench-
mark game due to its large action space and com-

plex communication between players. Many rel-
evant previous studies focused on the “no-press”
variant of the game, where communication is not
permitted (Gray et al., 2020; Bakhtin et al., 2021).
Paquette et al. (2019) presented the first neural-
network-based policy model for no-press Diplo-
macy. Jacob et al. (2021) built agents for several
games including no-press Diplomacy that are si-
multaneously strong and human-like.

Research on full-press Diplomacy, the variant
that permits communication, is gaining more popu-
larity. Peskov and Cheng (2020) studied the use of
lies in Diplomacy and collected a dataset with truth
and lie message annotations. FAIR et al. (2022)
built the first human-level AI agent and ranked in
the top 10% players in an online league. In this pa-
per, we focus on Diplomacy as a complex testbed
for nonsensical dialogue message detection.

6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we propose to detect nonsensical mes-
sages using the probability of the dialogue model’s
own follow-up replies like “I don’t understand”,
without building an extra classifier. We evaluate
this reply-based approach on Diplomacy, a com-
plex board game with rich verbal communication
dynamics. We first show that hand-crafted replies
are effective for nonsense detection. To reduce the
labor of reply engineering, we develop AUTORE-
PLY, a search algorithm to automatically gener-
ate discriminative replies. Experiments show that
AUTOREPLY can generate many high-quality dis-
criminative replies and achieves significantly better
performance than the hand-crafted baselines, and
performs on par with large supervised models.

One thing to note is that our reply-based ap-
proach and AUTOREPLY are not limited to Diplo-
macy, and can be applied to various other dialogue
problems, such as improving dialogue safety by de-
tecting offensive language (with replies like “that’s
not nice to say”) or detecting factual contradictions.
For future work, please refer to Section A.1.
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7 Limitations and Ethical Considerations

We acknowledge that AUTOREPLY has a few lim-
itations that may make it less effective in certain
settings. As mentioned earlier, AUTOREPLY still
requires annotated examples and its performance
relies on the quantity and the quality of the con-
trastive good examples. If only limited good ex-
amples are available, then AUTOREPLY may not
perform as well.

Additionally, computing the probability for gen-
erated replies during the search is computationally
expensive: on average, generating AUTOREPLY

requires 200 32GB V100 GPUs for roughly 24
hours. Moreover, classification with AUTOREPLY

requires calculating the probability of each reply:
for the whole ensemble, it takes on average 200
32GB V100 GPUs roughly 1 hour on the train and
validation sets. More work needs to be done to
develop methods for making this more efficient
(please see future work in Section A.1).

Previous work has noted that various harms may
result from interacting with dialogue agents, e.g.,
Dinan et al. (2021). We note that the creation
of DiplomacyNonsense did not involve human in-
teractions with dialogue agents: rather, dialogues
were generated through self-play (i.e., dialogue
agents interacting with each other), and subse-
quently, these generated dialogues were annotated
by humans for nonsense. The annotators used in
the creation of this dataset were members of the au-
thors’ lab with experience playing the game Diplo-
macy.

Diplomacy is a board game, and as such, non-
sense detection in this specific domain may have
limited real-world utility. However, the methods
used in this paper are not specific to Diplomacy
and are therefore generalizable to the detection
of “bad” messages in other settings involving dia-
logue agents. We can imagine that such techniques
might help with applications such as detecting mis-
information from dialogue agents (Weidinger et al.,
2021), or even, language models’ self-diagnosis of
toxic generations (Schick et al., 2021). Applica-
tions of these techniques will need to ensure fair-
ness of classification predictions.

Finally, as noted, creating and using AUTORE-
PLY incurs a high computation, and therefore, envi-
ronmental cost (Strubell et al., 2019). More work
needs to be done to improve the efficiency of tech-
niques used in this paper before they can be widely
applied in other settings.
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A Appendix

A.1 Future Work

Better ensemble methods for both better per-
formance and faster inference. As show in the
following Section A.4, AUTOREPLY can generate
many effective single replies (e.g. a single reply
without ensemble can achieve a test F1 of 29.17),
and currently we use a simply voting-based ensem-
bling scheme: simply if more than N replies in the
ensemble decide the example to be nonsense, then
the final result will be nonsense. But given the com-
plex dialogues, these replies can often conflict with
each other. If more sophisticated ensemble meth-
ods using fewer replies are developed (e.g., choose
the top 50 performing replies and ensemble them
smartly for different examples to avoid conflicts),
AutoReply has a big potential to improve the en-
semble performance further with less computation
cost during inference.

Also, now we tune the ensemble hyparameters
according to the validation set. But given the com-
plex game situation, the validation set and test set
are relatively small, and the validation is not nec-
essarily reflective of the test set (Table 9 in Sec-
tion A.4). We plan to study how to more effectively
utilize the validation set given limited data in the
future.
Speed up AUTOREPLY. To speed up the AU-
TOREPLY in the future, we plan to store interme-
diate probability, more effectively utilize the con-
trastive good example set, and prune the search
space more with different sets of parameters. One
advantage of AUTOREPLY is that it provides mul-
tiple hyperparameters so that the users can prune
the spaces differently according to the computation
resources they can afford. In our experiments, we
chose a setting according to our available computa-
tion resources. In practice, we find using smaller
maximum length T and topn prunes the space the
most, and we plan to perform more extensive pa-
rameter tuning on them to see the effects.
Parallel research directions. Our goal is to uti-
lize the dialogue model to introspect and find its
own mistakes without extra models or extra param-
eters. In the future, we also plan to explore parallel
research directions in the space of dialogue non-
sense detection, such as prefix tuning which replies
on non-human-readable prompts, and paraphrase
tools which can potentially enrich the hand-crafted
replies.

A.2 How to tune the parameters

To prune the space, we set a maximum length T
for the generated responses, and sort the tokens by
its occurrence in bad examples and expand only
the topn most-frequent tokens. Also, different con-
trastive score ∆r and t∆ prune the spaces in dif-
ferent ways. To tune the parameters, we simulate
the search with the hand-crafted replies, and select
T , p, K, topn, ∆r, t∆, fb and fg that prunes the
space to an affordable size while keeping the most
hand-crafted replies. fb and fg could be min, max,
mean, the n-th biggest value, the mean over the
topn biggest values, etc.

In our best experiments, we start the prune
when len(r) >= tprune = 3, and use
T = 6, p = 0.9, K = 19, topn =
15, ∆r = mean({log pbi(r)|bi ∈ Bv}) −
min({log pgi(r)|gi ∈ Gv}) > t∆ = 3.63 and
seven good hand-crafted replies can be kept with
this set of parameters.

A.3 Additional Experimental and Dataset
Details

Dataset DiplomacyNonsense was collected based
on 13 self-play games produced by dialogue chat-
bots (not the subject of this work) built for the
Diplomacy domain. The chatbots are based on a
BART model fine-tuned on human-human Diplo-
macy dialogues from WebDiplomacy2, by condi-
tioning on game state, conversation history and
other metadata. The agents playing the 7 powers
were trained on only the dialogue histories that the
specific power participates in, so as to prevent any
data leakage between powers.
Hand-crafted reply ensemble details. We use the
training set to tune the probability threshold for
each hand-crafted reply: we prepare a set of log
probability threshold candidates ranging from −5
to −30 with the spacing to be 0.5 (i.e., −5.5, −6,
..., −29.5, −30), and calculate the train F1 scores
for each threshold candidate and choose the one
with the best train F1 as the threshold tr for each
hand-crafted reply r.

Each hand-crafted reply in the ensemble is a
weak classifier and they can conflict with each
other, so different subsets of them will lead to dif-
ferent results. So we sort the hand-crafted replies
based on their train F1 score from high to low, and
then try different subsets of them (top1, top2, ...,
until all of them) and choose the subset with the

2https://webdiplomacy.net/
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Data Model Best Reply (ordered by valid
result) Valid Test

Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1

Full
data

Hand-crafted
that’s stupid 17.14 60.87 26.75 15.25 51.43 23.53
what are you talking about 16.93 62.32 26.63 15.58 61.43 24.86
you just said that 15.00 86.96 25.59 14.08 82.86 24.07

AUTOREPLY

that is an excellent idea actually 17.91 34.78 23.65 20.59 50.00 29.17
yes. france can take 28.21 15.94 20.37 18.92 10.00 13.08
that is true! i will 25.00 15.94 19.47 32.65 22.86 26.89

Supervised - 24.47 68.12 36.02 25.24 72.86 37.50

“Invalid
order”
subset

Hand-crafted
i can’t reach 25.00 11.11 15.39 33.33 21.43 26.09
you don’t have any units there 25.00 11.11 15.39 50.00 7.14 12.50
you can’t reach 10.53 22.22 14.29 10.00 14.29 11.77

AUTOREPLY

how about i convoy 66.67 22.22 33.33 40.00 14.29 21.05
how about if i con 66.67 22.22 33.33 40.00 14.29 21.05
how about i con 66.67 22.22 33.33 40.00 14.29 21.05

Supervised - 4.94 44.44 8.89 10.11 64.29 17.48

Table 9: Single-reply classification result.

best validation F1 and present its results in the Ex-
periment section.

We tune the ensemble parameter NR on the vali-
dation set. Basically, the parameters of individual
classifiers (e.g., tr) are tuned using the train set
because the train set contains more examples than
validation set, so the individual parameters can rep-
resent more data. Any ensemble parameters NR are
tuned using the valid set because both validation
and test sets are unseen, and tuning the ensemble
parameters on validation is more indicative of the
test performance than tuning on train.

A.4 Single-reply Result

In this section, we analyze the result using one
single-reply instead of an ensemble of replies,
which would save much computation cost at infer-
ence time. We pick the top-3 replies that perform
the best on the valid set, and show their test perfor-
mance in Table 9. The replies are listed in the order
of their validation performance. The conclusion is
that AUTOREPLY can find high-quality discrimina-
tive replies which achieve reasonable performance
by themselves (without ensembling them). Future
research on how to better ensemble them and how
to better utilize the validation set could improve the
AUTOREPLY ensemble performance further.

For the full data performance, The best hand-
crafted reply is “that’s stupid” with a test F1 of
23.53. The best AUTOREPLY reply is “that is an
excellent idea actually” and its test F1 is 29.17,

higher than the best hand-crafted reply, which indi-
cates that AUTOREPLY can generate high-quality
discriminative replies. Although this reply might
not be as “discriminative” as “that’s stupid” from
humans’ perspective, it has a better test classifica-
tion result, which shows the AUTOREPLY is doing
its job in finding truly “discriminative” replies ac-
cording to the data, and suggests again that human
knowledge might introduce biased stereotypes.

For the “invalid order” low-resource subset, the
best hand-crafted reply is “i can’t reach” with a test
F1 of 26.09, and the best AUTOREPLY-generated
reply is “how about i convoy” with a test F1 of
21.05, better than the supervised model whose F1
is 17.48.

We note that the dataset size is small relative to
the complex situations in Diplomacy, so the val-
idation performance is not very representative of
the test set. For example, “yes. france can take”
achieves a valid F1 of 20.37, but its test F1 is only
13.08. Future research should also focus on how to
utilize the validation set more effectively given the
dataset size.

These results show that a single-reply, which
means doing one inference without much computa-
tion cost, can also lead to reasonable performance.
But we also note that each reply is a weak classifier
and sometimes they can conflict with each other. In
our approach, we use a simple voting-base ensem-
ble mechanism to ensemble these replies and make
the final prediction. Utilizing more sophisticated
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Validation (518/9) Test (518/14)

Model num Auc Prec Recall F1 Auc Prec Recall F1
Hand-crafted 5 69.62 12.90 44.44 20.00 57.92 9.38 21.43 13.04

AUTOREPLY (num=4, lumped order) 4 48.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 59.85 25.00 21.43 23.08
AUTOREPLY (num=1609, lumped order) 1609 55.46 50.00 11.11 18.18 60.23 37.50 21.43 27.27

AUTOREPLY (num=23, lumped order) 23 54.98 14.29 11.11 12.5 56.47 22.22 14.29 17.39
AUTOREPLY, fine-grained self invalid + other invalid 19 54.78 11.11 11.11 11.11 56.37 20.00 14.29 16.67

Supervised Learning - 64.79 4.94 44.44∗ 8.89 74.42∗ 10.11 64.29∗ 17.48

Table 10: Classification results on the subset of “invalid order” nonsense. We only have 79 annotated training
examples so this is under low-resource setting. We also have more fine-grained annotations of “self invalid order”
and “other invalid order”. We apply AUTOREPLY on each fine-grained category to generate replies and combine
them (“AUTOREPLY, fine-grained self invalid + other invalid”) to compare against the case where we lump the
two categories together (“AUTOREPLY (num=23, lumped order)”). AUTOREPLY is still better than hand-crafted
baselines. Lumping the categories together leads to more training examples, and thus more better replies and better
classification results. We perform t-test against “Hand-crafted”.

ensemble approach in the future could potentially
further improve the full ensemble performance.

A.5 More Relevant Experiments
In this section, we show more related experiments.
We perform classification on the much smaller “in-
valid order” nonsense subset (Section A.5.1) and
show that AUTOREPLY still works for this low-
resource setting, and doesn’t require more fine-
grained annotations like “invalid order (self)” and
“invalid order (other)”. In Section A.5.2, we use
AUTOREPLY to generate discriminative replies for
categories like “wrong justification” that are hard
to manually design replies for.

A.5.1 Low-resource Setting on “Invalid
Order”

In this section, we focus on “invalid order” non-
sense examples to explore AUTOREPLY’s ability
under low-resource settings, and also see if we
could get better results given more fine-grained
nonsense type annotations. Invalid order is an im-
portant category of nonsense, but we only have 79
annotated invalid orders in the train set, 9 in the
validation set and 14 in test. It can be further split
into two more fine-grained categories: proposing
invalid orders for other players (other-invalid, 48
training examples), and proposing invalid orders
for the player themselves (self-invalid, 33 training
examples).

We use AUTOREPLY to generate replies using
the 79 annotated invalid orders and the original 561
good situations, and Table 10 shows the classifi-
cation results. The hand-crafted replies achieve a
test F1 of 15.38, while AUTOREPLY achieves a test
F1 of 27.27, better than the hand-crafted replies.

This suggests that even with only 79 annotated bad
examples, AUTOREPLY is able to generate many
discriminative replies to achieve good classifica-
tion results. The generated response with the best
performance is “that would not work as i”.

In all the previous experiments, we don’t have
fine-grained annotations for different nonsense
types, but we are also curious about this question:
if we do have more fine-grained nonsense anno-
tations, and use AUTOREPLY to generate replies
for each fine-grained nonsense type (e.g., “I can’t
move there” for “other-invalid-order” and “You
can’t move there” for “self-invalid-order”), could
the more focused replies produce better classifi-
cation results? To answer this question, we use
AUTOREPLY to generate replies for the two fine-
grained categories “other invalid” and “self in-
valid”, and combine the generated replies for the
classification. The combined results are also in the
last row of Table 10. The performance actually be-
comes worse than the case where we lump the two
categories together and then generate (27.27 VS
16.67). Even if we control the number of replies,
lumping the categories together is still slightly bet-
ter (17.39 VS 16.67). The major reason behind is
that the number of bad situations matters, if we
lump categories together, we will have more bad
situations to generate the replies and thus we can
generate more better replies, which leads to a better
classification performance.

A.5.2 Hard Categories without Hand-crafted
Replies

In AUTOREPLY, we tune and select the parameters
and prune metrics that keeps the most hand-crafted
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responses, but there are categories we don’t know
how to design manual replies, such as “wrong jus-
tification”, how do we tune the parameters? For
these hard categories, we could try to simply use
∆∗

r = min(logPB(r))−max(logPG(r)) > t∆ =
0 as the prune metrics, to generate replies that can
completely separate the nonsense situations and
good situations. Intuitively, it means that r can
completely separate the good examples and bad
examples using its probability, and it can be used
directly without tuning the threshold.

In this section, we focus on the subset of “wrong
justification” Bw = {Bi,w}. The train set con-
tains 40 “wrong justifcation” examples and 4149
good examples. The test set contains 11 “wrong
justifcation” examples and 518 good examples.

Because there are too few “wrong justification”
examples in the train compared to the good exam-
ples and ∆∗

r is a strict metric, directly using ∆∗
r

and the 561 random good distractors as contrastive
examples leads to no generated replies. The ideal
solution would be to ask human experts to make
minimal edit to the original nonsensical message to
make it reasonable, but this is too costly. So we esti-
mate this process and use a newer language model
L′ trained on more data to generate a new mes-
sage replacing the original nonsensical message,
assuming that L′ is better than the original L and
thus will generate less nonsense. In this way, each
“wrong justification” example Bi,w has one con-
trastive example G′

i,w that corresponds to it. Bi,w

and G′
i,w differ only in the last message. We call

this generated set of good examples G′
w = {G′

i,w}.

Contrasting Bw with G′
w, we use AUTOREPLY

and ∆∗
r , and generate 5486 replies. Because this

category contains very limited examples (only 7
bad examples in valid, and 11 bad examples in
test), the validation performance is not represen-
tative of the test performance. Instead of using
the validation set to pick the replies, we directly
list the top replies with the best test performance
in Table 11. Note that this result is for reference
only and not representative, because in practice,
we cannot pick the best reply based on the per-
formance on the test set. But we do show that
AUTOREPLY can find replies that work for the test
set, and future research should focus on under few-
shot settings, how to more effectively utilize the
validation set to identify the best replies that would
work for the test set. We also show the test per-
formance of “AUTOREPLY (num=2805)” on this

subset for comparison (since it is the best model
on the whole set, and uses hand-crafted replies to
tune the parameters). The best reply is “hmm, thats
the way” with a test F1 of 0.3077. Because G′

w

is an estimation of contrastive examples, and the
rewritten messages are not necessarily about “cor-
rect justification” (could be about order proposal,
or anything). So AUTOREPLY-generated replies
might capture the semantic meaning of “justifica-
tion” (because it’s contrastive to order proposal,
etc), instead of “correct” justification. That’s why
the top replies also include “yes i see your point,”,
which is usually a follow-up reply for making jus-
tification. But from the test F1 comparable to the
best AUTOREPLY model on the whole set, we see
that AUTOREPLY is still doing its job in discrim-
inating the bad situations and the good situations.
And we believe that if the contrastive examples
are related to “correct justification”, AUTOREPLY

is able to generate more human-understandable
wrong-justification-related replies.

If we reduce the training examples further to
only five examples in Bw and the five good exam-
ples correspondent to them, we can still generate
9673 replies (because there are only five good ex-
amples to contrastive against, we prune less and
obtain more replies), the top ones are also listed
in Table 11. This shows with a proper contrastive
example set, even if the bad situation is hard to
design manual reply for and even if we only have
super limited annotations, AUTOREPLY can still
generate large number of discriminative replies.

Model Best Reply Test (518/11)

Prec Recall F1

AUTOREPLY

(num=2805) on (B,
G)

that is an excellent idea actually 20.59 50.00 29.17
ok, but if that fails 21.37 35.71 26.74
i will take it in 26.09 25.71 25.90
ok, but if that works 22.22 28.57 25.00
that is not how this website 50.00 15.71 23.91

AUTOREPLY + ∆∗
r

on (Bw, G′
w)

hmm, thats the way 26.67 36.36 30.77
well i already had 19.23 45.46 27.03
yeah that is actually a 16.67 63.64 26.42
hmm, thats the 17.39 36.36 23.53
yes i see your point, 13.79 72.73 23.19

few shot,
AUTOREPLY + ∆∗

r

on random 5 bad
and good from
(Bw, G′

w)

right, i had my 33.33 45.46 38.46
i see, i had my’ 16.13 45.46 23.81
good point, i had my 13.85 81.82 23.68
right, i had an 15.63 45.46 23.25
right, i had my orders 12.35 90.91 21.74

Table 11: Single-reply classification result for the
“wrong justification” subset, where we don’t know how
to design hand-crafted replies and thus cannot tune ∆r.
So we use ∆∗

r directly to see if it’s effective. The results
show that directly using ∆∗

r and limited “wrong justi-
fication” examples achieves comparable performance
with “AUTOREPLY (num=2805) on (B, G)”, which is
tuned carefully and uses the full training set .
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Hand-crafted Follow-up Reply
that move isn’t possible
that doesn’t make sense
are you talking about a different game
i can’t move to
i have no units capable of doing that
you can’t do that
what are you talking about
i don’t have units capable of doing that
my army can’t move there
you said it twice
you can’t do that this turn
i can’t reach
i guess you mean
you just said that
i don’t understand
you sent it to the wrong country
you can’t move to
you are repeating yourself
you are not bordering
did you mean
that’s stupid
i think you are hitting the refresh button
your army can’t move there
i physically can’t
i am not bordering
you can’t move there
you can’t,
i don’t know what that means.
you don’t have any units bordering
you don’t have units capable of doing that
you physically can’t
what do you mean?
none of my units can do that
i can’t move there
i don’t have any units bordering
i assume you mean
you have no units capable of doing that
stop repeating
you don’t have any units there
you can’t reach
did you mean to send that to me?
leave me alone
none of your units can do that
i am not able to move to
that isn’t a legal move
i don’t have any units there
you aren’t able to move to

Table 12: Hand-crafted follow-up replies.

Algorithm 1 AUTOREPLY

1: Input:
Language Model L, response prefix r0, step t,
p, K, topn, prune step tprune, max step T , bad messages
examples {Bi}, good messages examples {Gi}

2: result = []
3: # prune
4: if t >= tprune and need_prune(rcur, {Bi}, {Gi}) then
5: return []
6: end if
7: if t < T then
8: # for each bad example, get next tokens to expand
9: tok_to_bad_exs = dict()

10: for ex in {Bi} do
11: for tok in get_top_tokens(M , ex, rcur, topp=p) do
12: tok_to_bad_exs.append(ex)
13: end for
14: end for
15: # for each good example, get next tokens to expand
16: tok_to_good_exs = dict()
17: for ex in {Gi} do
18: for tok in get_top_tokens(M , ex, rcur, topp=p) do
19: tok_to_good_exs.append(ex)
20: end for
21: end for
22: # sort based on the number of bad examples
23: tok_to_bad_exs = sorted(tok_to_bad_exs)
24: tok_to_bad_exs = tok_to_bad_exs[:topn]
25: for tok in tok_to_bad_exs do
26: bad_exs_for_token = tok_to_bad_exs[tok]
27: good_exs_for_token = tok_to_good_exs[tok]
28: if bad_exs_for_token>=k then
29: result += AUTOREPLY (M , rcur+tok, t+1, p, k,

topn, bad_exs_for_token, good_exs_for_token)
30: end if
31: end for
32: # keep the discriminative responses only
33: if discriminative_enough(rcur+tok, bad_exs_for_token,

good_exs_for_token) then
34: result += [rcur]
35: end if
36: end if

B Brief Description of Diplomacy

Diplomacy is a seven player board game, where
each player controls one of the seven European
powers (Austria, England, France, Germany, Italy,
Russia, and Turkey) and competes to control the
majority of supply centres in Europe starting in the
year 1901. The board is a map of Europe that is di-
vided into 75 regions (split across land, water and
coastal regions), 34 of which are supply centres
(SCs). There are two types of units in the game:
fleets, that can occupy water and coastal regions
and armies, that can occupy land and coastal re-
gions. Every power starts with 3 units and control
3 SCs, while Russia starts with 4 units and 4 SCs.
As players control more SCs, they can build new
units and when they lose SCs, they have to disband
them.

The game is split into years and each year con-
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tains multiple phases. The players privately issue
commands for each unit they own at the end of each
phase and these orders are then simultaneously re-
vealed. Between phases, the players are allowed
to communicate with other players in order to ne-
gotiate and coordinate their actions. This aspect
is crucial, as the game is specifically designed so
that a player is unlikely to achieve victory without
the support from other players. A player wins the
game by controlling 18 SCs. However, a game
may also end in draw on any turn if all remaining
players agree. When a player is in the lead, it is
common for the remaining players to cooperate
in order to prevent that player from winning the
game and forcing a draw. See (Paquette et al., 2019;
Kuliukas, 2011) for a more detailed description of
the game.
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